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Abstract
A kind of adaptive Chaotic Stimulated Annealing (CSA)
network approach used in the uplink power control of
asynchronous Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) mobile
communication system is proposed in this study. The
particular influence of near-far effect can be overcome by
utilizing the global optimal searching function of CSA
method, and the Multiple Access Interference (MAI) in
certain cell can be conquered by introducing adaptive multi-
user interference cancellation network in corresponding
close loop control strategy. Computer simulations give the
comparison results between proposed approach and
conventional method with heterogeneous Signal-to-
Interference Ratio (SIR) threshold decision. It shows that
this new approach can achieve higher channel capability
and lower average outrage probability with some small
increase of iteration steps, which can improve the
performance of CDMA mobile communication system
effectively.

Keywords: Code division multiple access (CDMA); Power
control; Chaotic simulated annealing (CSA); Multiple access
interference (MAI); Signal-to-interference ratio (SIR)

Introduction
In the code division multiple access (CDMA) mobile

communication system, near-far effect is the most important
factor that induces the unbalanced power received by the base
station from different users within a cell. In other words, if the
transmission power from each user is the same, the receiving
power will be reduced along with the increasing of distance
between base station and certain mobile terminal. When the
power of certain user is too big, its interference to other users in
the same cell will be enhanced. Otherwise, when the power is
too small, the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) will be reduced,
which may result in the rising of bit error rate (BER) and the
descending of mobile communication quality. Therefore, near-
far effect is a fatal problem that should be solved [1-3].

Power control is the most expedient means to overcome the
near-far effect. It includes two aspects as uplink power controls
and downlink power controls, respectively. Under uplink
circumstances, open loop and close loop power control strategy
is frequently used to adjust the different gain of each user to
compensate the attenuation in the wireless channel [4], where
open loop strategy needs less time during the adjustment
process but close loop strategy can get higher precision of
detection. In recent years, uplink power control algorithm with
adaptive SIR thresholds [5] and optimum power control with
heterogeneous thresholds [6] are widely discussed. Although
these methods operate successfully under wireless
communication circumstances, the problem of multiple access
interference (MAI) and the speed of control required could not
be solved successfully. Thus the real application scope of these
methods is also bounded in this way.

In recent years, a kind of optimization method based on
Stimulated Annealing (SA) has been proposed and applied in
different areas. The SA methodology is a stochastic optimization
algorithm based on Monte-Carlo iterative solution strategy. Its
starting point is based on the similarity between the annealing
process of solid material in physics and the general
combinatorial optimization problem. The simulated annealing
algorithm starts with a higher initial temperature and decreases
with the decrease of temperature parameters. The global
optimal solution of the objective function is found randomly in
the solution space according to the probability jump property,
that is, the local optimal solution can jump out of the probability
and finally tend to the global optimum. Now this kind of
methodology has been widely used in buffer allocation [7],
water networks management [8], motion capture system [9],
and manufacturing [10] and so on.

In this research, we propose a new approach to solve the
problem of uplink power control. It is based on the combination
of chaotic simulated annealing (CSA) and adaptive neural
network. It can achieve higher channel capability and reduce the
average transmitting power of mobile terminals than those with
heterogeneous SIR thresholds. The computer simulation results
also show the effectiveness of proposed method.
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The main contributions and novelties of our research work
can be summarized as follows: (1) A kind of novel and dynamic
uplink power control method used in the asynchronous CDMA
system is proposed; (2) The detailed structure of the proposed
adaptive chaotic simulated annealing network is given, which
may be helpful for the real applications; (3) The SIR and BER
performances of the proposed approach are analyzed, which are
also the basis for the performance comparison with some other
conventional power control methods; (4) The corresponding
simulated BER performance, the average channel capability
performance, the average outrage probability performance
together with the iteration step number performance are
carried out with comparisons with the conventional methods,
which show the validity and applicability of the proposed
approach.

The remains of the paper are arranged as follows: Section 2
gives the basic introduction to uplink power control in
asynchronous CDMA system; Section 3 presents the idea of
adaptive CSA power control method; and the comparison
computer simulation results are given in Section 4; at last in
Section 5, some conclusions and summarizations are drawn to
the whole paper.

Uplink Power Control of Asynchronous
CDMA System

Asynchronous CDMA system is frequently discussed in the
researching problem of uplink power control; because the burst
of information signals to be transmitted by some certain user
within a cell is unpredictable under practical environment.
Assume the signal transmitted from certain user k can be
denoted by�� � = �� � ⋅ �� � 1

Where, ck(t) is the address code of user k with code period Tc,
and dk(t) is the information code of user k with symbol period
Tb.

Here we have Tb=NTc, where N is the bandwidth expansion
factor in the asynchronous CDMA system.

Then the mixed signal received by some certain base station
can be expressed by�(�) = ∑� = 1� [�� ⋅ ��(� − ��)] + �(�), 2
�� = ��−�� ⋅ 10�/�10 3
In Eq. (2), K is supposed to be the total number of mobile

users within the covering area of the base station; Ak is the
attenuation amplitude to the original signal sk(t) of user k; is the
time delay from transmitter to receiver; n(t) is the additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) in the wireless channel with mean 0 and
variance . In Eq. (3), rk is the distance between the base station
and user k; ρk is the attenuation slope of transmitting path; and
ρk is a variable in lognormal distribution with mean 0 and
variance.

From the equations above we can conclude that: the signal
transmitted from some certain user which is nearer to the base
station has smaller attenuation than others, and it may cause
serious MAI which can lead to unpredictable influences. The
regular discussed method to solve such kind of near-far effect is
the uplink power control [1,4]. By introducing the transmitting
power gains to mobile users respectively, we want to keep the
received power belonging to each user in the base station
balanced. In the close loop power control, the base station
should measure the attenuation of different users, and then
feed corresponding gain adjustment information back to the
users. After that, the signal in Eq. (2) can be changed to
following form�(�) = ∑� = 1� [�� ⋅ �� ⋅ ��(� − ��)] + �(�), 4

where, Gk is the transmitting gain of user k.

Close loop power control is a dynamic process during the
whole communication process, because the position of some
certain user may be changing from time to time. So the
measurement of base station and the gain adjustment of mobile
user should both be dynamic. The methods of uplink power
control proposed in [5,6] are all based on heterogeneous SIR
threshold, which can be denoted by���� �� ⋅ ��∑� = 1� (�� ⋅ ��)− �� ⋅ ��   + �0 , (� = 1,  2,     ,�) 5

where, N0 is the power of AWGN in the wireless channel. All
other users’ signals are regarded as the interferences together
with the channel noise. It needs to adjust Gi to ensure SIRi bigger
than some fixed threshold to fulfill the requirement of BER.

By using the methods based on adaptive SIR thresholds or
heterogeneous SIR thresholds, there exists one distinct
disadvantage:

When the gain of Gi is increased, it can certainly guarantee
the requirement of SIRi, but it may also enhance the MAI to
other users, which leads to their descending of SIR.

Proposed Method of Adaptive Chaotic
Simulated Annealing Network

To overcome the shortcoming stated above, here we propose
a novel approach of uplink power control utilizing the adaptive
chaotic simulated annealing network.

As is known, under the ideal circumstances without MAI and
AWGN in the wireless channel, the attenuated uplink
transmitting power Ak of user k received by the base station can
be detected from the receiving signal when the estimated time
delay value �� equals to the real time delay value��. Due to the
good self-correlation characteristics of the address codes in the
asynchronous CDMA system, the correlation results will reach a
global peak value while�� = ��. Or in other words, we can get
the attenuated uplink transmitting power by finding a global
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maximum value as follows�� = max0 ≤ � � ≤ ��[�(�) ⋅ ��(� − ��)], (� = 1,  2,   ...,�) . 6
Many methods have good properties in solving the

optimization problems, in which chaotic simulated annealing
(CSA) [11,12] is a promising one. It was first introduced and
discussed by Chen LN and Aihara K. It uses the searching
property in the fractal structure of chaotic neural network to
realize the globally optimal or near-optimal solutions. Unlike the
conventional methods in solving the combinational optimization
problems, the CSA method can avoid the local-optimal solutions
effectively. Now this method has been widely used in some
nondeterministic polynomial hard (NP-hard) class problems,
such as the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) and a
maintenance scheduling problem for generators in a practical
power system.

In the conventional CSA model, an energy function should be
defined, which can also be regarded as the objective function.
Then a CSA model can be established as follows��(�) = 11 + �−��(�)/���(�+ 1) = ℎ ⋅ ��(�) + � ⋅ − ∂�∂�� − ��(�) ⋅ [��(�)− �0] 7(� = 1, 2, ...),��(�+ 1) = (1− �) ⋅ ��(�)

where, ɛ is the steepness parameter of the output function; h
is the damping factor of nerve membrane; α is the positive
scaling parameter for the inputs; E is the energy function to be
detected; I0 is a fixed positive parameter; β is the damping factor
of the time-dependent zi(t).

As in the optimization problems, an objective function should
always be defined to get the optimal performance of the
problem discussed. And when the objective function reaches its
maximal or minimal value, the optimization problem can be
solved. Here in the conventional CSA model, the objective
function is always described as a kind of energy function which
corresponds to the entropy of the system and can be generally
defined as� = min����������[Entropy (xi,yi,zi)] 8

where, E is the energy function, and Entropy (xi , yi , zi) is the
entropy of the system.

To solve the problem of uplink power control by using the CSA
method, we can set the correlation output result at the base
station as the energy function in Eq. (8). That is to say that to
some certain user k, the relationship between Ak in Eq. (6) and
its energy function is�� = − �� = min0 ≤ � ≤ ��[�(�) ⋅ ��(� − ��)], 9(� = 1, 2, ...,�)

As is known, �(�) is a signal consists of multiple users’
information, where MAI is unavoidable. In addition, based on
the near-far effect mentioned in Section 2, sometimes the MAI

will cause serious influences to the prediction of attenuation
power of certain user. But in the conventional correlation
detection, MAI is not taken into the consideration. So to
enhance the efficiency of power estimation, we reset the energy
function of each user as

�� = min0 ≤ �� ≤ �� [�(�)− ∑� = 1� ≠ 1
K ��(� − ��)] ⋅ ��(� − ��) , 10

(� = 1, 2...,�)
From Eq. (10) it can be found that, when the time delay of

each user within a cell can be estimated successfully, the MAI
will be eliminated and the attenuation power can be estimated.

Under the transformation above, we can change the
optimization estimation process to the attenuation power of
each user in the base station by��, �(�) = 11 + �−��, �(�)/���, �(�+ 1) = ℎ ⋅ ��, �(�) + � ⋅ − ∂��∂��, � −��, �(�) ⋅ [��, �(�)− �0]��, �(�+ 1) = (1− �) ⋅ ��, �(�)

11
(� = 1, 2, ...,�; � = 1, 2, ...) .
In the modified CSA model, the optimization process of

different user is not independent to each other at all, because
the energy function Ek has certain relationship with all users in
the cell. In other words, the whole optimization process is a
dynamic adaptive process. During the searching period, the
trace of CSA is not only influenced by its own dynamic
evolvement, but also influenced by the optimization trace of
other users. So the interaction of each user makes the uplink
power control may be realized by an all connected network, and
each is composed of the standard units with 3 cell xk,i(t), yk,i(t)
and zk,i(t). When the transient chaotic phenomenon in each unit
disappears, the optimization results will be the attenuation
power in the uplink path with�� = − �� = − min0 ≤ �� ≤ ��[�(�) . ��(� − ��)], 12(� = 1, 2, ...,�)

Then, the base station can distribute different channel
transmitting gain to each user according to their differences in
the channel attenuation. To diminish the total receiving power in
the base station, set the maximum receiving power among
different users as the standard of adjustment, then we can get

�� = max� = 1, 2, ...,����� , (� = 1, 2, ...,�)  (13)

When the receiving power of each user is balanced after the
power control, the channel capability can certainly be improved,
and the BER properties may also be improved effectively. While
the corresponding BER can be measured by
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���� = �(����), (� = 1, 2, ...,�)  (14)

where, SIRk is the SIR of user k; Q(·) is the standard normal-
distribution probability integral function. And the channel
capability can be obtained by�� = log2(1 + ���)^ = ���2(1 + 1� ⋅ ∑� = 1� ����)  (15)

where, ��� is the average value of SIR of all users within a
cell.

To give a clear presentation to the proposed method in uplink
power control optimization process, the structure of the
proposed adaptive CSA network is plotted in Figure 1. It can be
found that this structure can be realized by some basic
electronic circuits conveniently.

Figure1. Structure of Adaptive Chaotic Simulated Annealing
Network.

Computer Simulation Results
To compare the performances of the proposed adaptive CSA

network with those of the method using heterogeneous SIR
threshold decision method in [6], we give out some computer
simulation results in this section. In the computer simulations, m
sequences with length 127 are selected as the CDMA address
codes. The total number of mobile users within the cell is K=15
when this parameter is fixed. Especially in the adaptive CSA
process, the parameters in Eq. (10) are set as: ɛ=0.004, h=0.9,
α=0.001, I0=0.65, β=0.001.

Figure 2 shows the BER performance comparison results of
different methods. While in plotting the theoretical results in the
simulations, the Distributed Power Control Algorithm introduced
in [6] is used to give the theoretical performance. The
circumstances without power control and ideal power control

are also introduced to give the ultimate conditions of uplink
power control. For the theoretical results without power control,
it is assumed that the MAI in calculating SIRi in Eq. (5) will
remain the same as it received at the receiver without any MAI
cancellation algorithm. And for the theoretical results under
ideal power control, it is assumed that the MAI in calculating SIRi
in Eq. (5) will reach its minimal value by using some optimal MAI
cancellation algorithm. In other words, the circumstances
without power control gives the worst results, on the contrary,
circumstances under ideal power control gives the best results.
From the figure it can be discovered clearly that proposed CSA
network power control method has better BER performance
than the method with heterogeneous SIR threshold decision [6].

Figure 2. BER performance under different uplink power
control methods.

Figure 3 shows the average channel capabilities of different
methods under various signal-to-noise ratios (SNR)
circumstances. And the methods to get the theoretical results
remain the same as described in plotting Figure 2. From the
figure it can be observed that the proposed adaptive CSA
network power control method can improve the channel
capability effectively compared with the method with
heterogeneous SIR threshold decision [6], and its performance is
much closer to that of the ideal power control circumstance,
which certifies the validity of the proposed method. At the same
time, it can be found that the theoretical results and the
computer simulation results in all methods coincide well, which
also guarantee the analyses correctness of the proposed
approach.

Simultaneously, Figure 4 gives the average outrage probability
performances under different uplink power control methods,
which include those without power control, the SIR threshold
decision power control, the heterogeneous SIR threshold
decision power control [6], and the proposed adaptive CSA
network power control. The computer simulation parameters
are selected as the same used in the simulations in Figure 2 and
Figure 3. While it can be found in the results that the capacities
at the outage probability of 1% achieved by the above
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algorithms are 14, 21, 30 and 31 mobiles/cell, respectively. And
by using the proposed adaptive CSA network power control
method, the capacity gains over the other methods can be
observed clearly. Finally, to evaluate the convergence speed and
the delay of the proposed approach, Figure 5 plots the iteration
numbers of different uplink power control methods between
the received SIR and the required SIR. In this computer
simulation, the active mobile density is 29 mobiles/cell, and the
balanced ratio is set as 1.0012. It can be discovered that the
maximum and minimum of ratios among all the mobiles
converge to the balanced ratio are about 18 and 20 iterations by
using the SIR threshold decision power control and the
heterogeneous SIR threshold decision power control [6],
respectively, and that by using the proposed adaptive CSA
network power control method is about 22 iterations. So it can
be concluded that although it may need some more iteration
steps for the proposed approach compared with the SIR
threshold decision power control method in [6], the increasing
number of the iterations is very small which can be ignored to
some extent, while the BER performance, the average channel
capability performance and the average outrage probability
performance can all be improved, which is certainly worthy of
the small increasing of the iteration steps needed.

Figure 3. Average channel capabilities under different uplink
power control methods.

Figure 4. Average outrage probability performances under
different uplink power control methods.

Figure 5. Iteration numbers of different uplink power control
methods between the received SIR and the required SIR.

Conclusion
In this paper, a new method of adaptive CSA network is

proposed to solve the key problem of uplink power control in
CDMA mobile communications systems. A novel structure of the
proposed adaptive CSA network is presented, while the SIR and
BER performances are also given to show the advantages of the
proposed methodology. By introducing the scheme of MAI
cancellation, the optimization processes of channel attenuation
prediction to each user are becoming interactive. When the
annealing process of different users finishes at last, the steady
network structure will give out the transmitting gain
successfully. In the computer simulations, the BER performance,
the average channel capability, the average outrage probability
performance, and the iteration numbers show the advantages of
this proposed method over the conventional method with
heterogeneous SIR threshold decision. It will certainly improve
the performance of the receiving systems effectively.
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